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Negativity and fear-tactics of the covid-men: 

GET RID OF THESE IMMEDIATELY! 

1. Media – News: Immediately – with immediate effect – delete 

or unsubscribe from ALL news channels, links, apps, groups, 

etc. which promote the false covid narrative! 

2. Notifications: Immediately stop ANYTHING that notifies you 

of hyped-up covid related news, posts or articles! 

3. Groups: Exit ANY social media group that shares pro-covid 

related posts! 

4. False and Fake: It is an established fact that many covid 

related material, stats and facts have been proven to be either 

false, fake or exaggerated! Beware of this trap of theirs to take 

you into the pit of negativity!  

5. Data: Do not look at covid-related data. This increases 

negativity! Ignore ALL covid-related issues. 

6. General: Do not share, forward or download any covid-related 

content that you may receive!  

7. Radios & TV: Immediately, switch OFF ALL radios, 

especially those that are named as ‘Islamic’ which propagate 

and endorse protocols and poison dubbed as vaccines, etc. TV 

is a terrible MAJOR sin. The viewers and TV presenters are 

under Allah’s Curse every second they sit in Dajjal’s office 

(studio)!  

 

 

Positivity From Deen: 

WORK ON OBTAINING THESE! 

1. Tilaawat: Set a time to make Tilaawat daily. Indeed, Tilaawat 

is a Divine Treatment that can wash away the negativity we are 

bombarded with! 

2. Du’a: A weapon every Muslim is equipped with. Use it to ask 

Allah Ta’ala for positivity, protection, health, etc. 

3. Zikrullah: Here there are various forms, some of which are: 

 Durood Shareef: It is tried and tested in curing sickness 

and removing difficulty. Recite it abundantly to create 

positivity and serenity. 

 40 Duroods: A wonderful form of various Duroods which 

will create positivity. 

 100x Kalimah (Laa-ilaaha-illallaah): Another beautiful 

way to wash away all negativity.  

 Istighfaar: The one who makes abundant of Istighfaar will 

have his difficulty and negativity removed.  

4. Ta’leem: Daily read few lines with one’s family from 

authentic Islamic Kitaabs. The words of Allah Ta’ala and Nabi 

(Sallallahu alaihi wasallam) are positive and create positivity.   

5. Bayaans in place of radios: Ladies who generally listen to 

Radio/Channel ‘Islam’, etc. while in the kitchen should rather 

listen to audio recordings of the numerous Ulama-e-Haq’s 

Bayaans. Indeed, their talks encourage positivity, Sabr and 

motivates one towards good. One will not be easily deviated 

from the Haq by listening to such audios. 

6. 3 Quls: Recite it thrice in the mornings, evenings and 

whenever else. A means of protection and positivity. 

 

Not Permissible – Beware, Gevaarlik, Ingozi! 
Do NOT share and spread NEGATIVITY because it 

is NOT permissible in Islaam, as per the explicit 

Qur’anic Aayaat: 

“Do not despair (become negative) of the Mercy of 

Allah.” (Zumar, Aayat 53) 

 “Certainly, no one despairs of Allah’s Mercy, except 

the people who disbelieve (Kuffaar).” (Yusuf, Aayat 87) 
 

Food For Thought – summarizing our leaders in the covid-business: “Your 

government can tell you on a daily basis exactly how many new infections there 

are, but they can’t explain where R500 billion disappeared to…” 

Makes Sense? Think! 

Any person who uses just a little brains will not fail to realize that covid’s main tactic is fear-mongering. 

From the government to certain (sell-out) doctors (even Muslim and/or associated to ‘Islamic’ 

organisations!) and from the media to the billboards, ALL these instruments and sources are cunningly 

designed and themed by Shaitaan to instil panic, fear and stress into the people. Once fear is put into the 

people, they will be prepared to do anything to overcome the fear! They will even take poison which they are 

told is a cure by ‘experts’ and ‘scholars’ to remove fear! And that is exactly what covid is! The people behind 

covid are instilling and bombarding us with fear and negativity on a daily basis. Thus, many people who have 

succumbed to the fear-tactics of these covid-men look at even a normal cough and sneeze differently! In order 

to offer ‘preventative measures’ for this covid-fear, we have penned the following which, if followed, will 

Insha Allah substitute the negativity and fear-mongering of the covid-men into positivity. 

 

Our Belief Is In The Following: 

Allah Ta’ala states, “Nothing will ever befall us except what 

Allah has destined for us. He is our Protector.” (Taubah, 

Aayat 51) 


